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Terminology

� Substance is generally preferable to the word drug, 
because drug implies a manufactured chemical, 
whereas many substances associated with abuse 
pattern occur naturally or are not meant for human 
consumption.
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� 1964 : WHO concluded that the term addiction is no 
longer  a scientific term and recommended substituting 
the term drug dependence

� Two concepts have been used to define aspects of 
dependence : behavioral and physicaldependence : behavioral and physical

� In behavioral dependence, substance seeking activities 
and related evidence of pathological use patterns are 
emphasized, whereas physical dependence refers to the 
physical (physiological) effects of multiple episodes  of 
substance use
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� In definitions stressing physical dependence, ideas of 
tolerance or withdrawal appear in the classification criteria

� Addiction

� Habituation (psychological dependence) : characterized  by a 
continuous or intermittent craving  for the substance to avoid 
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continuous or intermittent craving  for the substance to avoid 
a dysphoric state



DSM- IV- TR Substance –Induced  Disorders 

Outside of Substance-Related Disorders Category

� Substance intoxication delirium

� Substance withdrawal delirium

� Substance-induced persisting dementia

� Substance- induced persisting amnestic disorder

Substance-induced psychotic disorder
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� Substance-induced psychotic disorder

� Substance –induced mood disorder

� Substance- induced anxiety disorder

� Substance- induced sexual dysfunction

� Substance- induced sleep disorder



DSM-IV-TR Criteria for Substance 

Intoxication

� The development of a reversible substance –specific 
syndrome due to recent ingestion of (or exposure to ) a 
substance

� Clinically significant maladaptive  behavioral or psychological 
changes that are due to  the effect of the substance on the 
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changes that are due to  the effect of the substance on the 
CNS

� The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition 
and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder



Etiology
� As with all psychiatric disorders, the initial causative theories 

grew from psychodynamic models subsequent models 
invoked behavioral, genetic or neurochemical explanations
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Psychodynamic Factors
� Substance abuse is a masturbatory equivalent (i.e the need for 

orgasm), a defense against anxious impulses, or a 
manifestation of oral regression (i.e. dependency)

� Recent psychodynamic formulations relate substance use to 
depression or treat substance use as a reflection of disturbed 
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depression or treat substance use as a reflection of disturbed 
ego functions (i.e. the ability to deal with reality)

� Individuals with polysubstance abuse are more likely to have 
had unstable childhoods, more likely to self –medicate with 
substance, and more likely to benefit from psyhotherapy



� Other psychososial theories invoke relationship with the 
family and with society in general, there are many reasons to 
suspect a societal role in the development of pattern 
substance abuse & substance dependence       drug culture 
permeating areas of urban poverty , children brought into this 
culture  at early stage
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Behavioral Theories
� Focused on substance-seeking behavior rather than on the 

physical dependence

� 4 major behavioral principles work to induce substance 
seeking behavior :
1.Positive  reinforcing qualities
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1.Positive  reinforcing qualities

2.Adverse effects of some substance

3.Must be able to discriminate the substance of abuse from other 
substance

4.Connected with the substance-taking experience



Genetics Factor
� Genetic component

� Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
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Neurochemical Factors
� Receptor & Receptor Systems

� In a person with completely normal endogenous receptor 
function & neurotransmitter concentration, long term use of 
a particular substance of abuse may modulate receptor 
systems in brain, so that the presence of the exogenous 
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systems in brain, so that the presence of the exogenous 
substance is needed to maintain homeostasis. Such a receptor 
level process may be the mechanism for developing tolerance 
within CNS. Focuses on the effects of substance on the 
second messenger system & on gene regulation



� Pathway and Neurotransmitter

� The major neurotransmitter possibly involved in developing 
substance dependence are the opioid, cathecolamine,and
GABA

� The dopaminergic neurons in ventral tegmental area project 
to the cortical & limbic regions, especially the nucleus 
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to the cortical & limbic regions, especially the nucleus 
accumbens. This pathway is probably involved in the sensation 
of reward and may be the major mediator of the effects of 
substances  as amphetamine & cocaine. The locus eruleus, the 
largest group of adrenergic neurons probably mediates the 
effects of the opiates & opioids. These pathways have 
collectively been called the brain-reward circuitry



� 1. Alcohol
� 2. Opioida
� 3. Cannabinoida
� 4. Sedative & hypnotic
� 5. Stimulantia; including caffein

Psychoactive Substances
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� 5. Stimulantia; including caffein
� 6. Coccaine
� 7. Hallucinogenic
� 8. Tobacco
� 9. Solvent
� 10. Multiple substance; or other psychoactive substances



Substance Abuse
� 1. Existence of pathological pattern of usage, could generate

:
� - all day long intoxication

� - continue to use substance

� - existence of an complication episode, in the form of substance 
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� - existence of an complication episode, in the form of substance 
intoxication



� 2. Damage in social or occupational function because of 
pathologic use; and existence of failure to fulfill duty, as 
worker or student; and existence of failure to fulfill duty for 
environment and family, because of the strange & impulsive 
behavior
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behavior



� - difficulties from law facet, conducting criminal behaviour;
in a intoxication condition could experience a traffic
accident, fallen down.

� - reduced occupational function or can't function effectively,
because of the intoxication; and followed with trouble in
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because of the intoxication; and followed with trouble in
social function.



For substance dependence
� The condition equal to substance abuse, only added with :

�1. Substance tolerance : a need for markedly increased
amounts of the substance to achieve desired effect; or markedly
diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of the
substance
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substance

� 2. Withdrawal syndrome = abstinence syndrome

� Is a specific substance syndrome which arise because of the
reducing or stopping substance use; which the substance had
been used for a long time period, continuous or periodical, to
get the physiologic intoxication effect



Medical treatment
� 1. Phase I: crisis service (1-2 days) treatment of overdosage,

acute withdrawal syndrome, acute medical problem

� 2. Phase II: short term stabilization (1-4 weeks)                               
detoxification process

� . Phase III : long term stabilization         ( 4-24 weeks)
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� . Phase III : long term stabilization         ( 4-24 weeks)
evaluation & treatment for chronic 

medical problem 

� 4. Phase IV : rehabilitation (6 months-2 yrs) medic & 
psychiatric care, religious & cultural approach



Prevention in order not to become a 

substance abuser :

� 1. Get an explanation concerning substance abuse &
dependence

� 2.The condition in the family are good & healthy

� 3. Religious life in family

� 4. Choose peer group friend with none of them  are 
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� 4. Choose peer group friend with none of them  are 
substance abuser

� 5. Had activities to fill the leeway

� The substance aren’t easy to get, so the substance abuse or
dependence are difficult to happened



Common substance that had been 

used in Indonesia :
� 1. Alcohol

� - whiskey, kamput, tuak, etc

� 2. Sedative & hypnotic
� Sedative : bromazepam, alprazolam, lorazepam
� Hypnotic : nitrazepam, flurazepam, triazolam

� 3. Cannabis :- tetrahidrocannabinol (=THC)
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� 3. Cannabis :- tetrahidrocannabinol (=THC)

� 4. stimulantia
� - amphetamin, methamphetamin
� - coccaine, shabu-shabu

� 5.opiate  & opioida
� -morphine
� - heroine, putaw



� Nicotin

� Caffeine

� inhalant
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